
ACADEMIC WRITING CONCISENESS DEFINE

The term conciseness refers to speech or writing that is brief and to the point. In a concise composition, a great deal is
conveyed in just a few.

Common qualifiers include: actually, really, basically, probably, very, definitely, somewhat, kind of,
extremely, practically. It is they and their parents who stand to gain the most by the government grant. Richard
Nordquist is a freelance writer and former professor of English and Rhetoric who wrote college-level
Grammar and Composition textbooks. Also, watch for sentences and clauses beginning with it is, this is, and
there are. Example: The ability of the different bird species to eat seeds depends on beak style and shape. Both
Orwell and Baldwin trace the consequences of white supremacy. Read them out loud. Major forest areas are
coming back through natural processes. Fix: She plodded along. Mark optional trims. Replace a phrase with a
word Many commonly-used phrases can be replaced with single words. Remove these useless parts whenever
possible. Phrases You Can Omit Be on the lookout for important sounding phrases that add nothing to the
meaning of a sentence. Revision: Do not try to anticipate revolutionary events. When writing, you should
always have your readers in mind and consider what they need to know. The "which clause" can often be
shortened to a simple adjective. Frequently, a chapter in a book reveals to the reader the main point that the
author desires to bring out during the course of the chapter. Eliminate redundant pairs When the first word in a
pair has roughly the same meaning as the second, choose one. Your work will be more accessible if you don't
make your prose too flowery. However, you may stray from your central point while writing. Solutions: Take
out explanations put in parentheses or dashes, which send a reader on a winding path. This is because there are
fewer farmers now. And yes, the break is necessary, because you need to come back to the piece with "fresh
eyes" to see what can be cut next. Your reader will be able to follow along if you're clear. Two pine trees grow
behind this house. The information flows more smoothly when made into two sentences following a more
chronological path than starting with a dependent clause.


